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dance" included low, rodent-like runs, interspersed with a series of exaggerated 
hops with a body-rocking motion, the tail slightly spread and elevated. Following 
out to three forward hops (away from the brush), the individual jumped into the 
air, and with a moth-like flight, rose to a height of twenty-five to thirty centi- 
meters (one such "jump-flight" to one and one-quarter meters was noted). The 
bird landed with lhe tail spread •n' famwd and raised, the head hindered, and 
usually turned laterally looking back at the In'ush. This sequence xvas repeated 
several times, the bird returning to the vicinity •f the brush with :• rm•-hop or nm 
alone. 

After two or 1.hree minutes, the displaying individual was joined by a second 
Catbird from the brush. The display was then repeated by both }firds }it a some- 
what higher intensity. 

The two birds remained laterally oriented to one another, except dm'ing the 
run-hop-jump flight sequence when the displaying individual moved away from 
the "partner." Returns to the vicinity •f the other bird •,' a following mn by the 
non-displaying individual gave the dance a pattern of a r•mgh figure-eight. Both 
birds moved •ogether less than half of the time: when both were moving• the hops 
usually alternated. The jump-flight was performed I•y only one bird :it a time. 
Each bird watched the other throughout the display. 

Following a run-bop-jump-flight series, the displaying individual sometimes 
repe:tted the pattern immediately after returning with a mn or run-hop sequence 
to the vici•fity of the observing 1)•rd if not followed by that bird during the display. 
More often, however, t. he individual assumed an "alert" uprigh• posture with the 
head held high and upright, the tail lowered and slightly spread. The other bird 
then took over and performed a displ%' sequence. 

Occasionally the final jump-flight was omitted, Ihe sequence ending with a 
"bow" away from the watching individual. In this case, the tail was spre:•d and 
raised upright to about 75 ø from the horizontal, the head lowered and turned 
toward t, he "partner." This spread 1)osture appeared to be identical to that follow- 
ing the jump-flight, and was held for several seconds. This posture would display 
the rusty under-tail c•verts to the other individual (if indeed they could be seen 
in the ligh[ present at the time of the display). 

No song or other vocalization was heard during' this display. No sequence was 
seen •o terminate either in solk. itation or attempted COlrelation. Both birds per- 
formed with equal intensity. The display terminated when one bird flew into the 
nearby brush, the other •me following to the same area after about five seconds. 

The following evening, 26 May, a similar display x• as witnessed in the same 
location at the same time of day. However, only oho 1)ird was seen, and the 
performance lasted only about five minutes. 

From these incidental observations, pending delailed behavioral studies of the 
Mimidae, this display seems to be a mutual display inw•lved in pair-formation or 
pair-bond maintenance in the Catbird. A mutual display in a species without 
sexual recognition if my assumption is correct The use of the under-tail coverts 
in the display is of interest in re-emphasizing the correlation of plumage color 
patches and display movements. 

This work is a by-product •f field study under a National Science F•mndation 
Grant. I would like to thank l)r. Andrew .). Meyerflecks and Mr. Jack P. Hailman 
for their suggestions on this manuscript.--(Strl W. Helms, l)epartment of Biology, 
Bucknell University, l,ewisl)urg, Pemmylvania. 

White-throated Sparrow Banded at Vancouver, B. C.--()n May 15, 1962, 
I trapped ttnd banded a White-throated Sparr½}w (Zonotrichia albicollis), which 
I identified as tin adult male in full breedlug plumage. I reported this information 
to l)r. V. 1). [rdvardy of the l)epartment of Zoology, University of British Colum- 
1)ia, and Mr. William M. tlughes (87,53 $. W. Marine 1)rive, V:mcouver 14), as 
I wished to verify my identification of this umlsual bird. I took the bird to the 
l?niversity, where 15r. ['dvardy substantiated my identification. Both 1)r. 
Udvardy and Mr. Itughes believe that this is the first record of the species in the 
vicinity of Vancouver during the spring migrati•m, lttt(t possibly the first trapped 
and banded in this area. 

I released the t)ird on my return t•) my I)anding stalion at nix' home, and the 
bird returned many times to the trap. It also staved al'Omid fl)r a week, being 
retrapped with ,)t, her birds everyday. --Mrs. 1)()r•li•v M. Bradley, 1848 Mathers 
Ave., Brest Van('ouver, B.C., ('almll•t.. 


